Instance Memory
• Full: Learner stores all examples from the input stream (e.g., id5, gem)
• No: Learner stores no examples (e.g., id4, aq11)
• Partial: Learner stores some examples (e.g., lair, hillary, flora, darling, MetaL(b), MetaL(ib), aq-pm, aq11-pm) 
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Evaluation of Learning Systems
• aq11-pm: Incrementally learns disjunctive rules. Selects examples on the boundaries of these descriptions over a fixed window of time.
• 
Computer Intrusion Detection
• Learning behavioral profiles of computing use for detecting intruders (also misuse)
• Derived our data set from the unix acctcom command
• Three weeks, over 11,200 records, selected 9 of 32 users
• Segmented into sessions: logouts and 20 minutes of idle time
• For each session, computed minimum, average, and maximum for seven numeric metrics
• Selected 10 most relevant: maximum real time, average and maximum system and user time, average and maximum characters transferred, average blocks read and written, maximum cpu factor, average hog factor
• Divided data into 10 partitions, used 1 for testing, 9 for training, applied methods, and repeated 30 times 
Observations
• For static concepts, partial-memory learners, as compared to lesioned versions, tend to: -decrease predictive accuracy-often slightly -decrease memory requirements-often significantly -decrease learning time-often significantly -can decrease concept complexity -has little effect on performance time • For changing concepts,
-track concepts better than incremental learners with no instance memory (e.g., stagger, aq11) -aq11-pm tracks concepts comparably to flora2 
Future Work
• Better characterization of performance using synthetic data sets: cnf, dnf, m-of-n, class noise, concept overlap
• Scale to larger data sets: Acquired more audit data, ∼10 gb
• Evaluate effect of skewed data: Rooftop detection
• Prove bounds for predictive accuracy and examples maintained
• Heuristics to adapt size of forgetting window
